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ABSTRACT 
QUBIC, the Q & U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology, is a novel ground-based instrument that aims to measure 
the extremely faint B-mode polarisation anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background at intermediate angular scales 
(multipoles of  𝑙 =  30 − 200). Primordial B-modes are a key prediction of Inflation as they can only be produced by 
gravitational waves in the very early universe. To achieve this goal, QUBIC will use bolometric interferometry, a technique 
that combines the sensitivity of an imager with the immunity to systematic effects of an interferometer.  It will directly 
observe the sky through an array of back-to-back entry horns whose beams will be superimposed using a cooled quasi-
optical beam combiner.  Images of the resulting interference fringes will be formed on two focal planes, each tiled with 
transition-edge sensors, cooled down to 320 mK.  A dichroic filter placed between the optical combiner and the focal 
planes will select two frequency bands (centred at 150 GHz and 220 GHz), one frequency per focal plane.  Polarization 
modulation will be achieved using a cold stepped half-wave plate (HWP) and polariser in front of the sky-facing horns. 
The full QUBIC instrument is described elsewhere1,2,3,4; in this paper we will concentrate in particular on simulations of 
the optical combiner (an off-axis Gregorian imager) and the feedhorn array.  We model the optical performance of both 
the QUBIC full module and a scaled-down technological demonstrator which will be used to validate the full instrument 
design.  Optical modelling is carried out using full vector physical optics with a combination of commercial and in-house 
software.  In the high-frequency channel we must be careful to consider the higher-order modes that can be transmitted by 
the horn array.  The instrument window function is used as a measure of performance and we investigate the effect of, for 
example, alignment and manufacturing tolerances, truncation by optical components and off-axis aberrations.  We also 
report on laboratory tests carried on the QUBIC technological demonstrator in advance of deployment to the observing 
site in Argentina. 
Keywords: CMB, B-modes, bolometric interferometry, QUBIC, physical optics 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. QUBIC and the cosmic microwave background 
The Q & U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology (QUBIC)1,2 is a ground-based experiment that is designed to measure 
very faint polarisation anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation.  This polarisation anisotropy 
is generally decomposed into E-modes (curl-free) and B-modes (divergence-free).  Density (scalar) perturbations in the 
early Universe give rise to the dominant E-mode polarisation while any gravitational waves (tensor perturbations) present 
also give rise to B-modes. QUBIC aims to measure these faint primordial B-mode polarisation anisotropies, a key 
prediction of Inflation theory5.  Unfortunately, primordial B-modes must be measured against a strong foreground of 
instrumental, atmospheric and galactic sources as well as the conversion of E-modes into B-modes by intervening large-
scale structure in the Universe; primordial B-modes have yet to be detected.  QUBIC aims to constrain the tensor-to-scalar 
ratio, r, by exploiting the sensitivity of bolometers combined with the control of systematic errors offered by interferometry 
and will target intermediate angular scales around the 𝑙 ≈  100 recombination peak in the B-mode angular power 
spectrum.  The QUBIC project is described in more detail elsewhere in these proceedings3. 
The first QUBIC module (hereafter referred to as the full instrument, FI) will operate as a dual-band instrument (at 150 
GHz and 220 GHz) and will comprise 400 back-to-back horns (12.9 FWHM) whose signals will be added using a quasi-
optical combiner. The resulting interference fringes will be imaged on two cooled (320 mK) arrays of 1024 TES bolometers 
(one focal plane per frequency band) in order to achieve background-limited sensitivity.  A dichroic filter will be used to 
split the radiation and direct it towards two focal planes placed at right angles to one another: the 150 GHz band is 
transmitted while the 220 GHz is reflected. A rotating half-wave plate and a fixed polariser in front of the sky-facing horns 
will be used to directly construct synthetic images of the I, Q and U Stokes parameters observed through the instrument 
primary beam. Unlike other ground-based experiments, all the QUBIC mirrors are inside the cryostat (4 K) and after the 
polariser in the optical chain, reducing the effect of any instrumental polarisation due to them. An autocalibration 
technique, making use of redundant baselines, has been developed6,7 so that QUBIC will achieve unprecedented control of 
systematics along with a sensitivity comparable to that of more traditional imaging polarimeters.  Simulations have shown 
that this first module could constrain the tensor-to-scalar ratio down to 𝜎(𝑟) =  0.01 after a two-year survey4.  If 
successful, it is hoped to add further QUBIC modules in the future. 
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As an intermediate step, it was decided to build a QUBIC technological demonstrator (TD) to validate the full instrument 
design and test it electrically, thermally and optically.  The TD differs from the FI in that it has a reduced number of 
detector pixels (256 150-GHz pixels i.e. one quarter of one focal plane), a reduced number of horns and switches (an 8×8 
array rather than 20×20), reduced mirror size (400 mm in diameter rather than 600 mm), reduced filter sizes (up to 280 
mm in diameter) and a neutral density filter instead of a dichroic.  The scaling-down of the instrument for the demonstrator 
means that the mirrors, filters and horn array could be manufactured in the machine shops of collaborating institutes. The 
TD is currently undergoing integration and testing at the Laboratoire Astroparticule & Cosmologie (APC) in Paris.  
 
1.2 Layout of the paper 
This paper is organized as follows: we present the design of the QUBIC optical beam combiner (Section 2) and the range 
of simulation techniques used to analyse and characterise its performance (Section 3).  In Section 4 the manufacturing and 
performance of the real mirrors are discussed before finishing with their alignment and testing in Section 6 and future plans 
in Section 7. 
2. QUBIC OPTICAL BEAM COMBINER 
2.1 The beam combiner 
QUBIC operates as a Fizeau interferometer: the beams from an array of back-to-back horns at the entrance aperture are 
superimposed on a focal plane by the beam combiner. The combiner is essentially an imager since the chief ray from each 
horn is focussed at the centre of the focal plane.  Each pair of horns produces a fringe pattern on the focal plane and, for 
perfect imaging, equivalent baselines produce identical fringe patterns.  The fringe pattern image is sampled by an array 
of bolometers (bolometric interferometry).  Figure 1 shows an example of an ideal imager made using two paraxial lenses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Figure 1. An ideal imager superimposing the beams from an input array of horns.  (Ray tracing in Zemax software was used to 
produce the beams in this diagram.) This optical system is the on-axis equivalent of the QUBIC combiner, with a final effective 
focal length equal to 300 mm. 
 
 
 
The layout of the input horn array for both the FI and TD are shown in Figure 2.  Each element of the array consists of a 
back-to-back pair of conical corrugated horns made from a series of stacked platelets with holes of varying radii. The horns 
have been designed to transmit a single mode at 150 GHz (giving a farfield beam pattern of 12.9 FWHM), however up to 
five modes can propagate in the upper 220-GHz band.  A more detailed discussion of the horn design and performance 
can be found in previous papers8,9,10. 
Waveguide switches placed between the horns in each back-to-back pair will allow signals from individual horns or 
baselines to be turned on and off.  The switches will be opened and closed regularly while QUBIC observes a calibration 
source to allow self-calibration of the system6,7.  QUBIC will be used as a synthetic imager, observing the fringes from all 
baselines simultaneously. If the horns used in each back-to-back pair are identical, then the PSF for an on-axis source (its 
image on the focal plane) is identical to the synthesised beam for a detector in the centre of the focal plane (i.e. the response 
of the detector to a point source at different angles on the sky, neglecting for the moment the finite size of the detector).  
The same is true for the PSF for an off-axis point on the sky and the synthesised beam for the corresponding point on the 
400 mm 579 mm 451 mm 
f=231 mm f=196 mm 
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focal plane.  Figure 3 ((a)-(c)) shows the focal plane images for a single short baseline, a single long baseline and all 
baselines simultaneously for such an imager.  The combined fringe pattern (Figure 3(c)) is simply an image of the sky 
(here an on-axis point source) convolved with the synthesised beam of the instrument (for comparison, the synthesised 
beam of an imaging telescope would only have the on-axis peak). This synthesised beam, at a single wavelength, is largely 
determined by the location of the horns in the input array. The field-of-view of the instrument on the sky (12.9) is 
determined by their beam pattern. The horn beam pattern on the focal plane is the envelope of the fringe pattern in Figure 
3(a) and (b) (see also Figure 13). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The advantage of using QUBIC as an interferometer rather than an imager (i.e. with just a clear aperture rather than the 
array of input horns) is that the redundancy of baselines can be exploited in a self-calibration procedure6,7 to correct for 
systematic effects due to different horn gains and cross-polarization, for example. 
 
 
 
2.2 Design of the QUBIC optical beam combiner 
The design of the optical beam combiner for QUBIC has been described in detail elsewhere 9,11 and is summarised here. 
The practical limitation on the size and the number of bolometers that could be produced for the focal plane, as well as the 
requirement to Nyquist sample the fringes from features on the largest multipole scales, means that the focal length of the 
combiner is limited to approximately 300 mm.  The input array of 400 feedhorns has an aperture diameter of 300 mm to 
ensure good sensitivity, making this is a very fast optical system (f/1). The field-of-view of 12.9 FWHM is set by the 
far-field beam pattern of the horns in the input array.  The full combiner must fit into a cryostat of approximately 1 m3.  A 
reflecting rather than refracting design means that the optics can be accurately characterised, particularly in terms of 
polarisation, and can have a large unobstructed aperture.  Taking all these criteria into account, minimising aberrations for 
a fast, large field-of-view system was then the main driver for the optical design. 
We studied several designs for the QUBIC combiner11 including compensated classical Cassegrain, Gregorian and 
Dragonian dual reflectors. Our short focal length and relatively large focal plane ruled out the crossed designs.  Finally, a 
compensated off-axis Gregorian design was chosen that also obeyed the Rusch condition for minimum spillover12.  A 
further optimisation of the mirror surfaces was carried out with the aid of commercial ray-tracing software (Zemax, now 
called OpticStudio13) to improve the diffraction-limited field-of-view.  Figure 4 shows the layout of the combiner which 
can be compared with the idealised one of Figure 1. 
In the next section we describe the optical simulations used to analyse the performance of this combiner design. 
Figure 2 (a) Layout of the 400-element input horn 
array for the FI.  Each horn has an aperture of 6.2 mm 
and the horn separation distance is 13.7 mm The 
central 8×8 horns indicated will be used in the TD.  
(b) Photograph of one quarter of the FI platelet horns 
(one element of each back-to-back pair). (a) 
(b) 
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Figure 3. Focal plane images (normalised amplitude) for an imager such as that shown in Figure 1.  These images were produced 
assuming an 8×8 array of horns, with a spacing of 13.7 mm, producing Gaussian beams (waist radius 𝑤଴  =  3.33 mm) at a 
frequency of 150 GHz.  The axes of the input horn array were rotated by 45 with respect to the focal plane (see Figure 2(a)) 
and the imager had a focal length of 300 mm.  The amplitude of the field on the focal plane is shown here for (a) one short 
baseline (~10𝜆), (b) one long baseline (~70𝜆), (c) all baselines simultaneously and (d) all baselines for an aberrating imager.  
Each plot is normalised to its own peak. 
 
3. OPTICAL SIMULATIONS 
3.1 Modelling techniques 
The initial design and final optimisation of the dual-reflector design was carried out using ray-tracing in order to take 
advantage of the speed and optimisation routines available in the commercial software package Zemax.  However, for a 
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detailed analysis at the operating frequencies, where component sizes are not very large compared with the wavelength of 
radiation, techniques that include the effects of diffraction must be used14.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The main components of the QUBIC optical beam combiner. The primary mirror is close to parabolic and shares a 
focal point with the elliptical secondary.  Not shown here are a rotating half-wave plate and filters that will be placed above the 
input horn array and the dichroic that will direct 220-GHz radiation out of the plane of the paper to a second focal plane. Zemax 
ray-tracing software was used to draw the beams in this plot. 
 
 
In our analyses, we start with the beams emitted by the downward facing horn array and propagate them through the optical 
system i.e. the primary, cold shield aperture (which we call the cold stop), then secondary mirror, dichroic, and on to the 
focal plane.  Initially we use a best-fit Gaussian beam to represent the horn beam and propagate it through an equivalent 
on-axis system using a Gaussian beam mode analysis and the ABCD technique (see e.g. Goldsmith15). This is a useful 
analysis for determining approximate beam sizes in the instrument and on the focal plane.  In Figure 5(a) we plot the 
Gaussian beam radius, as a function of propagation distance through the system, for the central and two edge horns of the 
FI.  The beam sizes predicted by ray tracing (e.g. in Figure 4) are a good approximation to these except where the beams 
are highly focussed.  However, neither gives an accurate picture of the beam profile at these locations (Figure 5(b)); for 
this we need to use full vector physical optics (PO). 
For a more accurate determination of system performance and for the optimisation of the dichroic and cold stop location, 
a full vector PO analysis of all 400 beams in the combiner was carried out with our custom software MODAL16 and the 
commercially available software GRASP17. PO is a very accurate technique provided that the radius of curvature of mirror 
surfaces is large compared to the wavelength, and it takes into account effects such as diffraction and cross-polarisation.  
If the field close to the edge of a reflector is significant, so that this PO approximation breaks down, GRASP allows the 
technique to be supplemented with the physical theory of diffraction (PTD).   The original beam emitted from the horns is 
calculated using a rigorous electromagnetic mode matching technique18.  Figure 6 shows footprints of the 400 beams on 
the secondary mirror and cold stop aperture as well as the 64 TD beams on the smaller secondary.  Calculating the footprint 
of the beams at various planes in the system allowed the optimum size and location of components to be determined19. The 
plot on the secondary mirror, in particular shows how some beams are quite focussed at this propagation distance while 
others are much wider (see also Figure 5(a)) and so all beams need to be modelled at each location of interest.  
input horn array 
cold shield, 1K 
secondary 
mirror, M2, 1K 
primary mirror, 
M1, 1K 
on-axis focal plane, 320 mK 
33
0 
m
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Figure 5 (a) Best-fit Gaussian beam radius as a function of propagation distance through the QUBIC combiner for beams from 
a central and two edge horns of the full instrument (left- and right-most horn of Figure 4).  The sudden changes in radius occur 
because of optical components which are located at different distances for each of the horns.  (b) The beam from the central 
horn after the primary mirror (𝑧 = 600 mm, top row) secondary mirror (𝑧 = 970 mm, second row), approximately 100 mm 
after the secondary mirror (𝑧 = 1100 mm, third row) and on the focal plane (𝑧 = 1430 mm, bottom row).  These were 
calculated using physical optics (left image on each row) and a Gaussian beam mode approximation (right image on each row).  
(Adapted from O’Sullivan et al.9 and Scully19.) 
 
 
 
 
In addition, we have used PO calculations of the beam profiles at successive planes in the combiner to reconstruct 3D 
models of the beams that can be incorporated into CAD models of the full system20 (Figure 6(d)), and allow us to assess 
potential issues near support structures and additional components.  We typically represent the beam using either the -3 dB 
or -13 dB power level or else, if the beams are very non-Gaussian, by their 80% or 95% encircled power level.  This will 
be especially useful for 220-GHz simulations where there are several independent modes present in the beam9 which can 
be, as a result, very non-Gaussian. 
Finally, a stray light analysis was carried out using the non-sequential mode of Zemax. This mode allows tracing of both 
reflected and transmitted ray paths simultaneously and can model wide-angle surface scattering13. Rays were traced both 
backwards from the focal plane and forwards from the input aperture in order to identify critical and illuminated surfaces, 
respectively.  It was not possible, given our constraints, to design an intermediate, accessible aperture stop (i.e. image of 
the entrance aperture for an efficient cold stop) in the system but a cold shield will be placed around the focal planes and 
secondary mirror to reduce background loading on the bare array of detector bolometers.  There is a direct ray path from 
the downward facing horns, through the cold shield aperture and onto the on-axis focal plane but an optical shield around 
the dichroic will eliminate direct radiation below 16 and reduce radiation at larger angles (Figure 7).  This stray light has 
been added to our PO model, and we expect it to be negligible compared with our signal.   
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Figure 6. Beam footprints on (a) the FI secondary mirror, (b) the TD secondary mirror (plot is rotated by 45 compared to (a)) 
and (c) the cold stop (which is the same size for the FI and TD)15.  Each beam is coloured so that red corresponds to the region 
where 72% of the power of each beam lies, and yellow, green and pale blue to 86%, 99% and 100%, respectively.  (d) CAD 
model of the beam combiner showing the 3D model of the beams (here randomly coloured yellow, pink and green) propagating 
between the two mirrors. 
 
 
3.2 Optical simulations of beam patterns 
We begin the optical simulations by coupling an on-axis plane wave (far-field point source) to a model of our back-to-
back horn array.  The electromagnetic mode-matching technique is then used to generate the aperture field of the 
downward-facing horns.  The 400 (or 64 in the case of the TD) beams are propagated through the system (the two mirrors, 
cold stop and dichroic aperture) and onto the focal plane using PO. The simulations shown here were all at 150 GHz and 
show the field on the on-axis focal plane.  The focal plane beam patterns can be combined to produce fringe patterns from 
specific baselines or for all horn open simultaneously. 
The combiner requirements mean that some optical aberrations along one plane are unavoidable. Figure 8(a) shows an 
example of an aberrated fringe pattern and in Figure 8(b) we plot a cut through fringe patterns from 36 baselines equivalent 
to the one used for Figure 8(a).  If the combiner were a perfect imager then these patterns would be identical.  Instead the 
aberrations present are slightly different for each of the baselines and this has the effect of reducing the sensitivity of the 
QUBIC instrument overall.  Figure 3(c) and (d) compare the PSF (all baselines simultaneously) for an ideal and the real 
(aberrating) QUBIC TD beam combiner. 
(a)                                                                    (b) 
(c)                                                                     (d) 
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Figure 7. Stray light analysis carried out using Zemax ray-tracing showing a zero-order path from the detector focal plane to 
the input horn array (radiation from which will be reduced using a shield around the dichroic) and also a (much less significant) 
first-order path from the detectors to the top of the cryostat. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. (a) Aberrated fringe pattern resulting from a ~20-𝜆 baseline along the plane of asymmetry of the combiner (observing 
an on-axis point source).  (b) Vertical cut through 36 fringe patterns each from a 20-𝜆 (equivalent) baseline. 
 
While figures such as 8(b) give us an indication of the level of aberration present, it is difficult to use them to compare 
different designs or to predict the effect of the aberrations on the operation of the QUBIC instrument as a whole.  For such 
a comparison we have chosen a figure-of-merit, the window function, which quantifies the sensitivity of QUBIC to 
different multipoles on the sky.  We describe this window function in the following section.   
 
 
3.3  The window function 
As described in Section 1.1, the instrument will make synthesised images of the sky in 𝐼, 𝑄and 𝑈 Stokes parameters. An 
image in total intensity 𝐼, for example, can be written as 
𝑆ூ(𝑝, 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) = න 𝐼(𝑛ത) 𝐵௦
௣(𝑛ത − 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴)𝑑𝑛ത (1) 
primary mirror 
secondary mirror 
focal plane 
plane of the input 
horn array 
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where 𝐵௦
௣(𝑛ത − 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) is the synthesised beam pattern for the 𝑝௧௛ pixel in the focal plane when the telescope points in the 
direction 𝑛ത଴ with pitch angle 𝜃଴ and 𝐼(𝑛ത) is the sky intensity in the direction 𝑛ത which, as is common in CMB astronomy, 
can be decomposed into spherical harmonics: 
𝐼(𝑛ത) = ෍ 𝑎௟௠𝑌௟௠∗
௟௠
(𝑛ത) . (2) 
  
where 𝑙 and 𝑚 are the usual degree and order number, respectively. As described in Battistelli  et al.1, we introduce 
𝛽௟௠(𝑝, 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) = න 𝐵௦
௣(𝑛ത − 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) 𝑌௟௠(𝑛ത)𝑑𝑛ത (3) 
so that the synthesised beam pattern for the 𝑝௧௛ pixel can be written 
𝐵௦
௣(𝑛ത − 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) = ෍ 𝛽௟௠(𝑝, 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴)𝑌௟௠  .
௟௠
 (4) 
Making use of the orthogonality of the 𝑌௟௠,  
𝑆ூ(𝑝, 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) = ෍ 𝑎௟௠𝛽௟௠(𝑝, 𝑛ത଴, 𝜃଴) .
௟௠
 (5) 
We introduce the window function 
𝑊௟൫𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑛ത௞, 𝑛ത௟ , 𝜃௜ , 𝜃௝൯ = ෍ 𝛽௟௠(𝑝, 𝑛ത௞, 𝜃௜)𝛽௟௠∗ ൫𝑞, 𝑛ത௟ , 𝜃௝൯
௠
 . (6) 
 
which, from Equation (4) above gives a measure of the sensitivity of the instrument to the different multipoles on the sky.  
We use this window function as our overall figure-of-merit when evaluating the performance of different optical designs 
or configurations. Similar window functions can be constructed for the other Stokes parameters. 
 
3.4 Simulated performance of the optical combiner 
Using our PO simulations to find 𝐵௦
௣, we have calculated the diagonal window function (𝑊௟(𝑝, 𝑝, 𝑛ത, 𝑛ത, 𝜃, 𝜃) where 𝑝 is a 
bolometer in the centre of the focal plane) for our aberrating beam combiner and compared it to that of an ideal one.  The 
result, shown in Figure 9, shows that the effect of the aberrations is to reduce the sensitivity of the full instrument by 6%, 
once integration over the bolometer detector area in the focal plane (3 mm × 3 mm) is carried out. The loss in sensitivity 
is due mainly to the aberrations rather than any truncation by the dichroic or cold shield apertures.   
 
In a previous QUBIC design, with a wider horn beam pattern of 14° FWHM, we estimated a 10% reduction9,21 .  For the 
smaller input horn array of the TD the effect of aberrations is less severe and only reduces the sensitivity by about 4%, 
even without integration over the bolometer area.  If we include integration over the bolometers, there is little difference 
in the window function of the real and an ideal TD (we expect some error from e.g. sampling of the field, especially where 
the value of the window function is low).   
 
4. MANUFACTURED MIRRORS 
 
The TD mirror surfaces as they should be at 1 K were first designed, and following this a thermal finite element analysis, 
using the commercial software ANSYS22, was used to generate the expected surfaces at 300  (Section 2.2).  These 300 K 
TD mirrors have been milled from aluminium (6082 alloy) in the University of Milano Bicocca (Figure 10).  The mirror 
surfaces, as manufactured, were then measured in La Sapienza University, Rome, using a Poli Galaxy 3D coordinate 
measuring machine (CMM) to an accuracy of 5 𝜇m with a sampling interval of 5 mm.  The measured points were then 
compared with the nominal 300 K surfaces (Figure 11). 
Finally, in order to incorporate these real mirror surfaces into our optical model, ANSYS was again used to simulate 
cooling the measured surface back to 1 K.  This gave us ~350 surface points to use in our GRASP PO model.  In order to 
assess the effect of sampling we compared PO models of ideal surfaces defined both analytically and by sampling at 350 
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points, again using the diagonal window function as our figure-of-merit.  We found that the 350 sampled points were 
indeed sufficient to accurately describe the mirrors (Figure 12 (a)).  Although the surface variations on the real mirrors do 
produce features in the predicted beams on the focal plane (Figure 13) the manufactured mirrors were also found to be 
within tolerance, changing the window function by only a small amount (1%, Figure 12 (b)). Together with the earlier 
validation of the input horn array8 our main optical components were then ready for integration into the cryostat 1K box 
(containing the mirrors, cold shield and the focal plane, Figure 14). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. (a) FI Window function for an ideal 
combiner (e.g. Figure 1) and the real combiner 
(Figure 4). (b) Relative window function with 
and without integrating over the bolometer 
area. (c) Relative window function, with and 
without integration over bolometer area, for 
the TD instrument (corresponds to the PSF in 
Figure 3(d)). Average window function values 
have been calculated over the multipole range 
0 – 400 where the sensitivity of the instrument 
is highest. 
(a)                                                                       (b) 
(c)            
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Figure 10.  (a) The rear of the TD primary mirror being milled in the University of Milano Bicocca. (b) The front of the TD 
secondary mirror before polishing. 
 
 
Figure 11. Difference between the measured and nominal mirror surfaces at 300 K. (a) M1 primary mirror (peak-to-valley 
511 𝜇m) and (b) M2 secondary mirror (peak-to-valley 137 𝜇m). These figures were generated using a 10-mm sampling of the 
mirror surfaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 (a) Window function calculated when the QUBIC mirrors are described by 350 sampled points compared with an 
analytical description. (b) The window function calculated using the measured mirrors compared with the ideal mirrors. 
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5. ALIGNMENT AND TESTING 
A tolerance analysis was carried out to determine the accuracy with which the optical components must be aligned in the 
cryostat.  We considered both displacements and rotations about axes located in the centre of the mirror baseplates (see 
e.g. Figure 8(a)).  Again we have used the overall instrument window function as our figure of merit and want to ensure 
that it is not decreased by more than about 2% by mechanical misalignments. The results of this analysis are shown in 
Table 1 and some examples in Figure 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Predicted central horn beam pattern at the focal plane for the ideal (left) and manufactured (right) mirrors. Co- (top 
row) and cross-polarisation (lower row) are shown, and each pattern is normalised to its own peak. Position in the focal plane 
is given in meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 The QUBIC 1 K box4. 
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Each of the mirrors was mounted on a hexapod support structure (Figure 14) and its surface measured using a Bras 2018 
Sigma CMM23. The CMM arm has an accuracy of 100 m (after correction for the radius of the ruby sphere at the tip of 
the measuring arm).  The hexapods were adjusted until the position of the mirrors matched the specification in Table 1 
(Figure 16(a)).  The alignment will be further verified using a specially constructed cart and laser measurement system.  A 
He-Ne laser will be moved to the location of the centre of each of the 64 TD horns and the resulting image on a screen 
placed at the focal plane position will be captured by a CCD camera (Figure 16(b)).  Because the mirrors are not of optical 
quality, a diffuse image is formed and the centroid for each of the 64 laser position is estimated.  The predicted location of 
the laser spot image (at 300 K) was found using Zemax ray-tracing simulations.  The laser can be tilted and so images will 
also be made at 6.5° along orthogonal axes to match the FWHM of the 150-GHz beams.  Adjustments to mirror location 
and orientation will be made as necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Two examples of window function calculations for the tolerance analysis.  Both the secondary (left) and primary 
mirrors are tolerant to rotations about their local z-axis but misalignments must be kept below 0.1° along the orthogonal axes 
(right). The window functions were calculated for an on-axis point on the focal plane (rather than integrated over a full detector 
area) and are shown relative to the window function of an ideal imager. 
 
 
Table 1 Maximum permitted mis-alignments in the TD mirrors.  The axis origins were located in the centre of the mirror 
baseplate with x, and y tangent to the surface and z perpendicular to it. 
 
component  translation rotation 
primary mirror (M1) 𝑥-axis ±1 mm ±0.1° 
 𝑦-axis ±1 mm ±0.1° 
 𝑧-axis ±1 mm ±0.5° 
secondary mirror (M2) 𝑥-axis ±1 mm ±0.1° 
 𝑦-axis ±1 mm ±0.1° 
 𝑧-axis ±1 mm ±1° 
 
 
 
6. FUTURE PLANS 
An instrument integration and calibration campaign is currently underway in APC and tests at cryogenic temperatures will 
begin on completion of the room-temperature alignment verification described in the previous section.  Of particular 
importance to the optics will be the inter-calibration of the TES detectors using carbon fibre sources placed inside the 
rotation of the secondary mirror about z rotation of the prima y mirror about y 
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cryostat. This will also allow a check of the combiner alignment at 1 K and a monitoring of detector stability.  Following 
this we will make observations of a calibration source in the far-field of the instrument.  The aim is to verify the instrument 
synthesised beam and calibration procedure before shipping to the observing site. 
Figure 16 (a) Measured location of the primary mirror surface before (lower, blue) and after (orange) adjustment of the hexapod 
support legs.  The black horizontal lines show the allowed tolerance. (b) GRASP model of the room-temperature alignment 
test set-up. 
The integration of the TD was begun in the spring of 2018.  Once upgraded, the first QUBIC module will observe the sky 
from a site near the city of San Antonio de los Cobres, in the Salta Province of Argentina.  The site is at an altitude of 4869 
m above sea level and is located in the Puna de Atacama plateau. This site offers both excellent observing conditions and 
the accessibility required in the early phases of the project.   
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